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Chapter 1 : ajax - Jquery - How to make $.post() use contentType=application/json? - Stack Overflow
Content-type: application/json; charset=utf-8 designates the content to be in JSON format, encoded in the UTF-8
character encoding. Designating the encoding is somewhat redundant for JSON, since the default (only?) encoding for
JSON is UTF

The HTTP specification RFC defines content negotiation as "the process of selecting the best representation
for a given response when there are multiple representations available. Which content encodings are
acceptable, such as gzip. The preferred natural language, such as "en-us". The server can also look at other
portions of the HTTP request. At this time, there is no built-in support for Accept-Encoding or
Accept-Language. For example, consider the following controller action: A controller can also return an
HttpResponseMessage object. You can set the status code, add HTTP headers, and so forth. The object that
serializes the resource is called a media formatter. Media formatters derive from the MediaTypeFormatter
class. For information about writing a custom formatter, see Media Formatters. It also gets the list of media
formatters from the HttpConfiguration. Next, the pipeline calls IContentNegotiatior. Which formatter to use
The media type for the response If no formatter is found, the Negotiate method returns null, and the client
recevies HTTP error Not Acceptable. The following code shows how a controller can directly invoke content
negotiation: Negotiate typeof Product , this. It uses several criteria to select a formatter. First, the formatter
must be able to serialize the type. This is verified by calling MediaTypeFormatter. Next, the content negotiator
looks at each formatter and evaluates how well it matches the HTTP request. To evaluate the match, the
content negotiator looks at two things on the formatter: The SupportedMediaTypes collection, which contains
a list of supported media types. The content negotiator tries to match this list against the request Accept
header. Note that the Accept header can include ranges. For example, it could map a custom HTTP header to a
particular media type. If there are multiple matches, the match with the highest quality factor wins. If no
matches are found, the content negotiator tries to match on the media type of the request body, if any. If there
are still no matches, the content negotiator simply picks the first formatter that can serialize the type. Selecting
a Character Encoding After a formatter is selected, the content negotiator chooses the best character encoding
by looking at the SupportedEncodings property on the formatter, and matching it against the Accept-Charset
header in the request if any.
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Chapter 2 : PHP header('Content-Type: application/json'); is not working - Stack Overflow
Join Stack Overflow to learn, share knowledge, and build your career.

As you may already know, the Content-Type plays a major role in the way an email will be displayed,
especially with respect to special characters in non-Latin languages or when copying from a text editor like
Microsoft Word. In summary, all email clients ignore the Content-Type defined within your meta tag. Instead,
they read it from the Content-Type value that is in the header of your email. The character type value within
the header is automatically set by the server sending your email. This value can be changed but you would
need direct access to the email server. The safest solution is to convert all of your special characters to HTML
entities and we have created a free online tool to help assist you in that process. A Content-Type tells the web
browser or email application how to interpret the text characters in your HTML or the body of the email. As
you can see above, the Chinese symbols are not represented in the ISO character set. This is because ISO only
includes Latin based language characters. The result is a bunch of jumbled text, which is the ISO interpretation
of the symbols. Where does this all fit into HTML emails? In website development, we can tell the web
browser what character set to use in a meta tag like this: It will display the email based on what Content-Type
has been set. How does the email header Content-Type get set? The header content is set by the server sending
the email and contains information like To, From, Date, Time, etc. Some of which is displayed at the top of
each email when viewing it in an email client. Here is a snippet of an email header notice the Content-Type
value: Wed, 15 Dec Pretty much every client renders text based on the Content-Type value set in the email
header. Gmail is the only client that automatically converts your text to UTF-8, no matter what the header
Content-Type is set to. Here are the test results:
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Chapter 3 : How do I set proper Headers for JSON in Apache? - Server Fault
The content-type headers are relevant for the browser only. They have no effect on downloaded files. Once the file is
saved, it is up to the application to decide how it treats the data in the file.

When a server sends a document to a user agent eg. This information is expressed using a MIME type label.
This article provides a starting point for those needing to set the encoding information in the HTTP header. It
is very important to always label Web documents explicitly. The line in the HTTP header typically looks like
this: The more widely a character encoding is used, the better the chance that a browser will understand it. A
Unicode encoding such as UTF-8 is a good choice for a number of reasons. Server setup How to make the
server send out appropriate charset information depends on the server. You will need the appropriate
administrative rights to be able to change server settings. This can be done via the AddCharset Apache 1. With
AddDefaultCharset Apache 1. Use an indexer in JigAdmin to associate extensions with charsets, or set the
charset directly on a resource. IIS 5 and 6. Put in the extension you want to map, separately for each extension;
IIS users will probably want to map. Scripting the header The appropriate header can also be set in server side
scripting languages. Output the correct header before any part of the actual page. After the last header, use a
double linebreak, e. Use the header function before generating any content, e. Use the page directive e. Also,
the page itself is interpreted as being in this encoding. ContentType and charset are set independently, and are
methods on the response object. To set the charset, use e. ContentEncoding will take care both of the charset
parameter in the HTTP Content-Type as well as of the actual encoding of the document sent out which of
course have to be the same. The default can be set in the globalization element in Web.
Chapter 4 : The Importance of Content-Type HTML Character Encoding in Email - Email On Acid
This site uses cookies for analytics, personalized content and ads. By continuing to browse this site, you agree to this
use. Learn more.

Chapter 5 : utf 8 - php header excel and utf-8 - Stack Overflow
For some reason, my response header always comes as Content-Type:text/html; charset=UTF I want content type to be
json (Content-Type:application/json), Not sure what am I doing wrong. here is my code.

Chapter 6 : JavaScript MIME type
Content-Type: text/html; charset=utf-8 In theory, any character encoding that has been registered with IANA can be
used, but there is no browser that understands all of them. The more widely a character encoding is used, the better the
chance that a browser will understand it.

Chapter 7 : c# - How do you set the Content-Type header for an HttpClient request? - Stack Overflow
Other browsers are fully ignoring it and they are using the charset as specified in the Content-Type header of the
response. Setting the character encoding right is basically fully the responsiblity of the server side.

Chapter 8 : SharePoint ReST API - Difference between "application/json" & "application/json;odata=verbos
The content type is a header of the content, not of the request, which is why this is failing. AddWithoutValidation as
suggested by Robert Levy may work, but you can also set the content type when creating the request content itself (note
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that the code snippet adds "application/json" in two places-for Accept and Content-Type headers).

Chapter 9 : Content Negotiation in blog.quintoapp.com Web API | Microsoft Docs
I'm trying to output XML using PHP, and when I look at the page source in Firefox everything seems fine. However, the
page itself doesn't display properly.
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